Pete Hayslett, 64, dies; loyal Colby professor and friend
BY JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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After 40 years of dedicated service to the College and countless students, Prof. Hayslett will be missed.

with each and
every one of his
students, both in
Homer 'Pete' Hayslett Jr., Colby the classroom
mathematics professor who devoted and in less f ormal
his life to teaching at Colby, died settings.
He
peacefully Thursday, Oct. 3 in his loved to teach
home in Belgrade, Me., after a year- and to advise,
and-a-half long battle against cancer. and he thrived on
He was 64 years old.
h is interactions
Hayslett spent nearly three-quar- with
students
ters of his life and nearly all of his and collea gues
career teaching at Colby.He joined the alike. 1am grateCollege's faculty in the fall of 1962 and ful to h ave
was named the Dana Professor of known him for so
Mathematics, an endowed chair, in many years both
1997. He was known for his tremen- as a faculty coldous devotion to students, the College league arid a
and the pursuit of knowledge.
friend," Yeterian
"He has an overwhelming sense of said.
dedication to students and teaching,"
"In the Dean's
Mathematics Department Chair Office, we always
- COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS..
George Welch said.
knew that if we Professor Pete Hayslett in 1968.
Despite his illness, Hayslett contin- called Pete with
ued to teach classes last spring.
concerns about a student, he would master 's of science degree with a;;
"He kept trying to teach although take the time and have the insight into major in statistics from Virginiait seemed really difficult for him. It what was happening iri the student's Polytechnic Institute in Blacksburg>
clearly meant a lot to him to be there life ," Vice President for Student Va. in 1961.
y
to teach and he was there to help us as Affairs and Dean of Students Janice
He is survived by his mothej!.
much as he could," Haysletf s student Kassman said.
Halcie May dian Hayslett, of Clifton!.
last semester Andre Garron '04 said.
In part, Haysletf s dedication to his Forge, Va.; his sister, Judy Hatcher,.of;;
"This past spring, while seriously students was the product of his love Staunton, Va.; his wife of 43 years,;;
ill, he demonstrated great courage in for learning. As a child Hayslett read Loyce Marie Hayslett, of Belgrade);;
continuing to teach and to care for his p oetry and enjo yed th e novels of Me.; his son Homer Thornton ;
students to the very best of bis abili- Hawthorne, Steinbeck and Melville. Hayslett EI of Tunbridge, Vt.; his two-1
ties," said Vice Presiden t f or At Colby he made an ef fort to attend daughters Elizabeth Marie Hayslett oj«
Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty concer ts, lectures and Visitin g Bethel, Vt. and Barbara Lynn HayslettEdward Yeterian. Hayslett and Professor of English Charles Bassett of Fort Fairfield, Me.; and three grand;- ,
.>'..
Yeterian were colleagues for almost 25 recalls f ondly the times Hayslett sat in children.
A memorial service will be held'at;
years.
on literature classes and stayed afterLorimer Chapel at Colby College Oct.*
"When I first arrived at Colby,and wards to talk about the text.
in the years since that time, I benef ited
Born in Clifton Forge, Va., Homer 13 at 2 p.m. as well as one in Virginia
greatly from his wisdom, his common Thornton Hayslett Jr. graduated cum the following week. The family plans
.sense-, and his never-failing civility, laude -from Bridgewater College in to establish a memorial fund in his
Pete worked very hard to connect Brid gewater, Va. and received his honor at Colby. ' < ¦

All the news that fits Re-evaBuating aid at Colby
in the dining halls
By EMMA McCANDLESS

"If something changes in the family circum-

FEATURES EDITOR

»

With the precarious economic situation of the
country on their minds, many students and their
families have grown concerned over how Colby
determines aid eligibility and what factors go into reevaluating continued aid.
. All incoming students who receive financial aid
from Colby are told in a letter from the College, "reevaluation occurs on the basis of renewal applications, including tax returns. The College uses a standardized formula that ensures family income, assets
and obligations will be treated consistently from year
to year."
"To re-evaluate aid packages, we look first at
changes in income, and whether there's a sibling who
has gone to college," Director of Financial Aid Lucia
Whittelsey said. "Those are our two biggest factors."
Student aid packages generally consist of a variable combination of a loan, a grant and a work-study
job on campus. The package is designed to meet 100
percent of the aid eligibility determined by the
College,
In re-evaluating financial aid packages,
Whittelsey said there are some important distinctions
that the College must make.
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Newspapers will now be in the dining halls for students to read.
By SUZANNE SKINNER

SGA treasurer Peter Loverso,
MANAGING E DITOR
"I think it's a good idea; I agree
with the platform as well," Loverso
For the rest of the year, five issues said.
of the Boston Globe and Ncio York
The Dean of Students' Office has
Times will be in nil three dining halls pledged approximately $500, which
Monday throug h Friday nnd on will come from collected fines,
"It's important for students to be
Sundays. The Student Government .
Association had difficulty covering aware of the outside world ,"
the cost initially, but managed to Kassman said.
¦ '
Another $500 is coming from
locate sufficient funds.
At the bchcflt of SGA and the Milestone Tradition, the company
Dean of Students' Office, Colby that sells Colby class rings,
Bookstore manager Bruce Barnard
"They were willing to do it and
asked lhe New York Times and the thought it was a valuable program ,"
Barnard said of Milestone. "We
Boston Globe to give Colby a deal.
Both newspapers participate in could have found more [sponsors],
Campus RclalionHhip at other col- but wc didn 't Want lo commercialize
leges and offered to "put a newspa- [lhe program]. "
per for every person in every resi"I see us being able to expand tlie
dence hall ," for $10,000-$15,000 program next year," Barnard said,
Barnard said, but this wan too great
Whether the progra m continues
a commitment for lhe College,
is up to next year 's SGA.
Vox approximatel y $1800, the
"We can 't force lhe SGA to spend
Tims nnd Globe agreed to deliver part of their budget if they don't
papers Monday through Friday and want to," Gretchcn Groggcl '03,
Sundays, It would have been lob SGA president, said, ,
expensive to have the papers delivIt depends on "how students are
ered on Saturdays (oo,
going to take care of this opllon ,"
To get tho newspapers SGA Kassman said, "I hope It Is well
pledged up to $1000, which Will used."
come from the discretionary fund of

sta n ces, we look a t th e reason for th e ch ange; if it' s
u n a v oidab le, such as someone losing their job, th at' s

important," Whittelsey said. "Everything we do is
based on differentiating between choice and necessity."
Whittelsey said, "One of the tough things this year
is that we see the stock market going down and people are scared to death. I can sympathize with the
way people feel. I know there's an emotional component to finances, but to be fair to everyone we have to
translate what's going on financially into numbers.
Unfortunately, that can't include the emotional component."
Whittelsey pointed out other options for families,
such as Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students
(PLUS), home equity loans and outside scholarships.
"There are more [outside scholarships] available
now than there ever have been," Whittelsey said. She
added that Colby does as much as it can to keep outside scholarships from affecting Colby grants, but
emphasized the fact that the College must adhere to
federal regulations.
In response to student concern about the cost of a
Colby education , the Multicultural Affairs
Continued on Page 2

Parking lot vandalism not out of the ordinary
By KATIE HAMM
STAFF WRITER
There have been six reported
cases of parking-lot vandalism
since the beginning of the 20022003 school year,
The acts of vandalism include n
stolen hood ornament In the Foss
lot and vandalism to a vehicle in
the Perkins-Wilson lot, There have
also been four incidents In the
Hillside lot, including dented
hoods and two broken windshields,
On Friday, Oct, 6, three nonColby students were caught entering a vehicle in the Hillside lot and
they had a portable CD player In
their possession. It is unclear
whether the CD player was stolen.
The Waterville police are currently
investigating the case.
"The trend Is that off-campus
studen ts tend to do the vnndnlisin
in tho parking lots, while Colby students are usually responsible for
tho vandalism in the residence
halls,"'Director of Security Potor
Chonevorl said,
Chenevert said , "Five or six

accounts ;of vandalism is about the
average" for this point in the year,
"Wo toll students to check your
vehicle at least once a day, because
wo don 't want cases to go unreported or have lhe time period be over."
"Wc try to be proactive and pre-

vent it as much as possible,","
Chenevert said. "We try to go int 'b
the lots and look around. If y bti
happen to bo at the right place at
the ri ght time, you can catch them;
Once you catch them it sends a
message to them."

'
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Student cars , left unattended for many days, are often vandalized,
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&QA wants faces
mltfa names on Web
hy KATIE FULLER

jgr Peop le wilt he
able to p ut
names to f aces, and it
will help students easily identify classmates
they may only know
on a f i r s t
^^
name basis. J%&

Trustees concerned with off-campus living
By ALEXIS GRANT
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

At their next meeting Friday,
Oct. 25, the Board of Trustees will
discuss whether or not too many
students are living off-campus.
"Ifs : been a concern with the
Board of Trustees," Student
Government Association president
Gretchen Groggel '03 said. "They
want to keep as many people living on campus as they can."
For the past four years, the
number of students living off-campus has increased, this is. not
indicative of a trend. In fact, over
the last eight years, the number of
students living off-campus has
decreased significantly.
The number of students permitted to live off-campus is determined by the difference between
enrollment and the number of
beds on .campus. Currently, 113
students live off-campus. Ideally,
the College would have only 35 to
100 students living off-campus.
Associate Dean of Students for
Housing Paul Johnston said. He
said thaf not all students who want
to live off campus are allowed.
The number of students
allowed off-campus decreased
with the construction of the AMS
Halls and the Harold and Bibby
Alfond Residence Complex, but
more recent resident hall renovations have decreased the number
of beds available on campus.
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1 The
Student
Government
Association passed a motion at their
Sept. 26 meeting in favor of giving students the option to display their ID
pictures on Colby's online directory.
The motion, proposed by West Quad
¦president Brian Footer '05, passed by a
vote of 16-9.
v . "I know I couldn't remember
names at all my freshman year. I can't
remember names now, but if I had pictures to go with the names it would be
a lot easier," Footer said
. I Woodman Hall president Matt
Parrington '04 said, "People will be
able to put names to faces, and it will
help students easily identify classmates they may only know on a firstname basis."
AMS Halls president Chris La Putt
-'03, who voted against the motion,
Said the photographs in the directory
•might be abused in the same way as
they, are in the first-years' faces and
places book.
"Two weeks ago, there was a cartoon in the Echo of seniors looking at
the faces and places book to determine
which first-year girls they should
invite to their party.By adding student
ID pictures in the directory, I think the
same thing would happen,"
La Putt was also concerned with
how enactment of the motion could be
in violation of the Family Education
Rights and Privacy Act (F.E.R.P.A.).
This federal law defines certain freedoms of students, such as the right to

^^

— Matt Harrington '04

Woodman Hall president

inspect and review education records.
"Faculty and staff are not allowed
to show or print their rosters with student pictures to anybody else or post it
in a public setting unless he or she has
the consent of all the students on the
list," La Putt said. "I'm assuming
F.E.R.P.A.regulations would carry on
as well to the student directory and
students would disregard this."
Footer disagreed. "Since the
default setting for the pictures will be
that they won't be shown, and students will have to give their permission to release them, I feel like privacy
will be protected," he said. .
SGA president Gretchen Groggel
emphasized that the option is still
pending approval of the College
Affairs Committee, and the online
directory will continue to operate in
the traditional manner until the
Committee gives their consent on the
motion.
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Committee held a forum called
•.
"The Hidden Costs of Colb y "
•Tuesday, Oct. 1. Associate
rP^ofessor of Russ ian Julie de
•feherbinin, the faculty diair of the
committee, said the forum was
¦intended to engage the question of
'/'what the world at Colby looks
Mike to people who don't have as
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many resources available."
Professor of so ciology Alec
Campbell spoke about the issue
b oth from a sociolog i ca l p erspective and from his personal experience. He pointed out the impact of
day-to-day expenses in college life
and ob served that, "For some students those expenses really matter
and for others, they don't."
Students also spoke at the
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the Oktoberfest in Belgrade

directions

to

Belgrade

Village call (207) 495-2744
or 888-895-2744.

forum about their experiences
with f in a ncial a id at Colby.
Mark Chapman '05 quoted
another Colby student as saying,
"I know that the College offers
financial assistance, but I also
know it doesn't come close to
making it affordable for me,"
The effects of the current recession on the College's endowment
and financial aid are unknown.
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Suanne Muehlner, director of Colby libraries.
By EMMA McCANDLESS
FEATURES EDITOR

After 21 years as the director of the
Colby libraries, Suanne Muehlner will
retire at the end of this academic year.
Muehlner came to Colby in 1981.
Pr
ior to taking the position of director
of tlie Colby libraries, she worked as
assistant libraries director ' at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
"This job came up, and someone
nominated me for it, and I thought if d
be fun/' Muehlner said. "I th ink I'd

In Town

been to Maine once before, and I liked
it."
Muehlner said that when she
arrived at Colby, the library system
was much more rudimentary than the
online system.
"We had card catalogs, and the
library was ju st beginning to become
more automated," Muehlner said,
"More commercial library systems and
software were beginning to come on to
the market."
Muehlner was instrumental in get-
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ting the library online and in facilitating Colby's collaboration with Bates,
Bowdoin and the Maine Info Net system.
"With Bates and Bowdoin, it madt|
sense for us to collaborate," Muehlner
, ...
said.
"It really has changed just about:
everything we do," Muehlner saicCoi
the transition. "Ifs freed up staff arid!
¦•; ?*i
made a lot of things easier."
1
• The three libraries chose the same
software system, which allowed-jor,
"total reciprocity in borrowing
Muehlner said.
'?*>
"We look at the three libraries^
one big collection now," Muehlner
said. "If s great because it enables us-'tt.
stretch our budgets and develop
••'£•»!
resource strengths."
Maine Info Net arose much m&sC
.>*»<
recently,Muehlner said.
"Fortunately, almost every libfaij.
in Maine picked the same software sys*
tern that Colby, Bates and BowdgiiS
use," Muehlner said. "So when Jhe
idea came around, it was easy for u|§)
join. Since Maine is a relatively pSfifl
state, it makes sense to share ;th p
-'.' — '
resources we have."
forward
to
her
Muehlner is looking
but
looks
back
fondly-oh
retirement,
her time at Colby.
> ;' <
"Ifs been great to develop sucB'-a.
good staff," she said. "If 11 be a fa&g
painless retirement. I think the view,
director coming in will have a greft
staff to work with."
vjjfr
Muehlner p lans to remain 'ii^,
•7
Waterville after her retirement.
"Oh, I'll be around," she said. , ->;

Jon Joseph

Tlie Blue LightPub Isn 't exactly "in town,"
but Jon J osefih has been in tmvn all his Ufa and Ills
f amily has a strong connection lo Colhy.Mtor in
dife/Jo.talhan Silkralcin-Uxb took some time off
this ivcckto sit in lhe Pub and schmooze.
Name; Jon Joseph
Age;41
Bom: Waterville
Education: Thomas College

Jon: How long have you boon working
in tlie Pub?
Jon Joseph: About two nnd a half yemu
J:What do you do hem nt tho Pub?
JJ; I bnrlend nnd doorman onoo in a
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J on J oseph, Mar chcsc Blue light Pub bartender.

while,
JJ: I think it's moderate, Yenii, they seem
J; Do you havo any ollvr Jobs besides lo control it pretty well, At least lhe people who aro 21,
tills?
JJ:Yco, mo and my father do lhe vending J:Am thorn regi.tors, people who come in
hem every day?
machines on cninpus and thnl's It,
ve
JJ:Yenh, at lenst four limes n week, we've
J:What's the filrnngpst thing llml you'
got a fow,
seen hero in tlio past few years?
Have you over had any trouble In tho
beer
to
J;
offered
a
girl
a
somo
Well,
ftuy
JJ:
flash her biennis, I think lhat wn.sabout Pub?
JJ; Veiy,very lilllo, becnuse, you know,
tho weirdest thing I've seen,
LARGE
EXTRA LARGE j
UUFFALO
LARGE
EXTRA LARGE
BUFFALO
j
everyone knows wo can call Security If
(lint?
was
When
J:
1-TOPPING
1-TOPPING
CHICKEN KICKERS
1-TOPPING
pizza
1-TOPPING
{CHICKEN KICKERS
pizza
there! is trouble, So ll's usuall y pmtly laid
I
think
it
wns,
'Hint
was
Inst
February,
JJ;
pizza
mziK
i
X ^ SSSSiS ^^
US&»£S&
back,
parly,
about,
At a senior-night
www* ,"D,,M
W|Noi ii«m»
wmMMm
tm
wmm imM
JSSSSS^SSV&i
j ^ $f f i S R &
«ro5.
You'ro in a unique poalllon lo com- J; Do people by nnd come in wilh fate
J;
Jftt • Mtn 0/JI/OJ
>ft k fulfill 9/11/01 [ j A i l t-plr .ii (I/1I/01 1 j t f V f.p -tii fl/lt/0!
^fl v M_«ti H/JI/0 . I Jtoh. hplrui 0. 41/01
ment on tho amount that Colby students IP., frequently?
j mm
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drink, Would you say ll icy drink n lot?
JJ: Yes, PmqiionlIy,„y.!t.h, I iiucss so, You
ToMBr
iDmtwWiimiw.
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Muehlner recalls time with the Colby libraries

\' If you choose to stay on
b^irnpus over fall break,
consider taking some time
Saturday, Oct. 12 to visit

tent will be selling German
beers.
For more information, or
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German menus and a beer
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Lakes. This annual tradition is based on the
German Oktoberfest. The
festival will include an
oompah band and several
arts and crafts displays.
For r those inclined toward
culinary
or
brewing
aspects of German culture,
restaurants will be serving
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FINANCIAL AID: What does aid cover at Colby?

Continued from Page 1

According to Johnston, the mately 100, an ideal number of ofh
College will not build another res- campus residents, Johnston said;
"Our goal is to keep the enrollidence hall to counter recent
ment
at a level where the Strategic
increases in the number of stuPlan said we
dents living off
students want to be,"
campus. Instead, Curren t ly,
said. "If
the College plans live off -camp us. ideally
, Johnston
we do all those
to better mainby
things,
tain a constant the colleg e would like
the
oih
default,
enrollment
of
campus numbeA
1800
students. to have only 35 to 100
is going to "be f
This goal is out- students living off
between¦ 75 and
lined
in the
100." .• - • - ' ¦
C o l l e g e ' s CAMPUS.
"[The trustee's
Strategic Plan.
Another main objective of the are looking for the administration
Strategic Plan is to continue to ren- 4 to] better manage enrollment,"
ovate residence halls, and create a Johnston said. "They're not confinal bed count of 1700. This would cerned with what goes on off cantmake the difference .. between pus; it's strictly an enrollmeiifj;
¦
-• - -'$
enrollment and bed count approxi- thing."

Dana Hall, which used to house
210 students, now accommodates
168. Similarly,renovations to Foss
Hall, Woodman Hall, Coburn Hall,
Mary Low Hall and Johnson Hall
decreased the bed count by 67.
These modifications, combined
with Colby's fluctuating enrollr
ment, have caused off-campus living statistics to vary over the past
decade.
Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students
Janice Kassman said, "The trustees
have not yet met this year, and so I
am not sure how they feel about
this year 's number. In general,
what the trustees would like is for
Colby to be as residential as possible; that is why funds were raised
to build AMS and Alfond."

'
could say frequently,
J:What's tho biggest night?
JJ;I would sny Tuesdaysnnd Thursdays;
J:How many people on those nights? •;
JJ; We enn fill it lo capacity,which I think
*
it s like, 8Q, 85.

J: What's lhe weirdest shot that you've
over concocted?
JJ: Woaclunlly enmo up wilh ono for (ho
Colby-ltowdoln hockey game that's
called a Mulllalcd Polar Ilea.) and It's
peppermint schnnpps with Bnlloy'i
with grenadine dripped in-i f, so ll
looks like the guts of n polar bonr,
That seems to bo the weirdest one
and it fits good up horo nt school,
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program has attracted students in
ever increasing numbers. By. the
fall of 200 1, a total of 90 students
Yi' At the last faculty meeting were enrolled in the Italian proWednesday, Sept. 11, the proposal gram," Moroni wrote in his proto.create a minor in Italian studies posal.
Plesch said, "I think the Italian
.^as approved.
iy< JThe minor was supported for a studies minor is a great idea, and
number of different reasons, the obviously its enormous success
most influential being Colby stu- proves it. The way I. teach for the
dents' growing interest in the Italian Renaissance is very interdisciplinary. I focus not only on
Italian language and . culture.
-.-'• , Courses in other departments the art, but also try to talk about
will complement the language the cultural context."
Allison Cooper, an instructor in
study portion of the minor.
Associate Professor and Chair of the Italian Department added that
ihe Art Department Veronique one of Colby's most popular study
3rlesch, Associate Professor of abroad programs is in Florence,
»music Eva Linfield and Professor and that many , students are
inspired by.this trip
.of
English
IP h y 1 1 i s One of Colbts most p op - to continue studying Italian culture
|Mannocchi
at Colby.
their
'felt
l STUDY ABROAD PROArt
history
courses
on
major and Italian
Italian culture GRAMS is in F lorence,
studies minor Alex
Iwould benefit AND MANY STUDEN TS ARE
Libby '03 said, "I've
Italian
,'the
been watching this
^studies minor. INSPIRED BY THIS TRIP TO
develop during the
'Students with
STUDYING ITALIAN course of my Colby
a minor in CONTINUE
career and am real,'Italian studies CULTURE AT COLBY.
ly glad that I will be
be
;will
able to take advanexpected
to
take two of these courses in one of tage of its fruition. Moroni has
been incredibl y d evoted to the
Ithe three disciplines.
'
process, and as a result we have 13
Paganucci
I Paul and Marilyn of
^Assistant Professor
Italian minors."
Italian language classes were so
Mario Moroni wrote the proposal
popular this year that 24 students
^and presented it to the faculty.
"The spirit in which we con- were prohibited from taking
ceived this didn't exist until Italian 125 this fall. Moroni and
Cooper hope that new faculty will
recently," Moroni explained.
¦ "Following several years of be
Italian
added
to the
dormancy, the Italian program Department in the near future, but
resumed in the fall of 1998 with said that the success of the minor
two sections of Italian 125 and a did not depend on it.
i&total of 37 students. Since then, the
Nf^WS EDITOR
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BRAD SEYMOUR / THE COLBY ECHO

£
Students gathered in front of Eustis administration building Friday, Oct. 4 to protest the College's decision to enforce a rule pro¦
hibiting out-of-season team practices without taking student considerations into account. The other NESCAC schools have
• <•.
>enforced the sa me r ule, which is an adaptation of a pre-existing rule. Students stood in silence outside Colby College President
William D. Adams' office to mimic the silence they endured during the decision-making process. Sarah Walsh '03 and Bianca
Belche r '03 organized the protest. Adams did not address the protesters, but discussed the rule at a campus-wide forum Wednesday.
in
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By KATE RUSSO
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because it was showing up in .the
queer studies and Holocaust sections,"
Peter Loverso '03, co-chair of the CAC
said.
.Security was directed to search the
library for other bills and thousands of
fake bills were found. "It was not targeted," Loverso said. "They were
found everywhere."
Vice President of Student Affairs
and Dean of Students Janice Kassman
and Muehlner contacted other
libraries throughout Maine to see if
they had found bills in their books.
The Waterville Public Library, as well
as libraries at Bates and Bowdoin, also
had complaints about the fake money.
"This has been happening for five
years at all tlie libraries," Loverso said.
Kassman explained that the bill has
evolved over the past five years. The
image of Al Gore is fairl y recent. Older
bills had a picture of tlie Titanic and
said, "Find redemption with Jesus."
That the bills have been found at so
ma ny libraries in Maine suggests that
they were brought to Colby by an outsider, Loverso said. Tlie quality of the
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Kassman said that this act 4s
against Colby's posting policy which
states: "flyers, poster, notices,.religidus
symbols and other items", cannot be
posted except in a "normally autho>
rized area" such as the bulletin boards
in Cotter Union and the Street in the
Miller Library.

a wom en
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bills and the large quantity suggests
students did not manufacture them,
he added.
"I have no idea who is doing this,"
Muehlner said. "I assume it is the
work of religious zealots who do not
have the sense to realize how counterproductive this vandalism is."
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Jesus money found in Miller Library; students take offense
NEWS EDITOR
Two weeks ago Colby security officers spent hours leafing through books
in Miller Library removing thousands
of counterfeit $100 bills that had proChristian statements typed on them
next to quotes from the Old Testament.
One such quote read: "This bill is
counterfeit but Jesus is the real thing."
The fake money was brought to
Security's attention after a student
called to complain. ..
.. .
"Peop le who found them were
looking in the gay and lesbian section,
and thought the bills were directed at
them. They didn't know they were all
over the library," Director of Colby
LibrariesSuanne Muehlner said.
The bills have caused distress
among some students and members of
the administration.
The College Affairs Committee
(CAC) decided to research the issue
after hearing complaints that the fake
money was targeting queer and
Jewish students.
"At first we were concerned
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Opinions Editor: Emily Honi g

Editorials

Respect for Pete Hayslett
, The Echo would like to express its disappointment in how the College
handled the recent death of Dana Professor and Chair of Mathematics
Homer T. "Pete" Hayslett. Many students had no idea until days after
the fact why the flag was flying at half-mast Friday, Oct. 4. No word
from the administration—not even a campus-wide e-mail—let students
know what had happened.
Professor Hayslett was a valued member of the Colby community
and many students admired and cared fpr him. It was the administration's responsibility to alert students to the passing of such a person, and
they failed to fulfill this duty,
The death of Kyawswar Win this past summer was handled in an
excellent manner. All students received an e-mail from the administration informing them of the tragedy, and students who were on campus
had grief counseling services available and an opportunity to be
involved in Win's memorial service, The Echo wonders why the administration did not take similar action in the death of Professor Hayslett,
when his death had a deep effect on the community.

Academics vs. athletics
.. Although the Echo recognizes the need for some restriction on Colby's
put-of-season athletics, we censure the rigidity of Colby's pseudo-new
rule, which completely forbids organized out-of-season practices. More
"importantly, we condemn the lack of student input that was considered
prior to its implementation.
By not allowing varsity athletes to practice with their teammates,
Colby is dictating what students can do with their free time. Time restrictions on extracurricular activities oversteps the College's domain and is
^ a degree of paternalistic legislation unbefitting a college campus.
.-Student musicians who practice together in the orchestra are not monitored and student athletes should not be prevented from practicing with
their teammates.
'
• Colby's goal as a liberal arts institution is to give students the oppor:{un ity to obtain a well-rounded education, which includes learning how
• to manage one's time. By removing the option of practicing out-of-sea,,son, Colby is assuming the inability of its students to devote sufficient
r time to both academic and extracurricular activities.
_, Without the option of out-of-season practices, athletes will be unable
;to reach their full potential, and will not be able to compete to the best of
;their abilities during the season. Many team sports such as lacrosse or
i soccer cannot be played by individuals; a team environment, equipment
r and space are necessary to practice. Not playing in the off-season also
,^increases the likelihood that an athlete will become injured upon returning to the sport.
, Instead of completely banning all out-of-season athletic practices, the
.Echo suggests that hourly restrictions be placed on off-season practicing
,and lifting. Captains should be required to submit a time table to their
Lcoaches detailing the time spent practicing and lifting as a team. These
.agendas would then be passed onto the athletic director to ensure that
each team's hours do not exceed the maximum number allowed. Those
.who violate the regulations should be punished in a predetermined fashion. In order for this plan to be successful, it would require the dedicator!of all NESCAC schools, and, in turn, the commitment and loyalty of
individual coaches and athletes.

Miscellany
I'm never
going to
retire
C.W. Bassett
Over my many years at Colby, I
have been an inveterate Echo reader,
probably because I dabbled so heavily
in undergraduate journalism back in
... the 1950s, The quality of the newspa' per has varied wildly from year to
year, but every issue was good for
" some laughs, intended and/or otherwise.
s*' Seriously, I do hope the Echo is
' planning a substantial article on Dana
Professor and Chair Pete Hayslett of
the Mathematics Department, who
died of cancer last week. Pete was a
true gentleman and scholar, tlie epito_,me of the legendary Colby professor
7 who made his students his friends and
"VJiis friends his students, Pete and my
late wife Carol were math pals, an d he
/helped bear her to her grave. We shall
/ not see many of Pete's worth in the
' future, and I hope those who had the
privilege of studying with him will be
at his memorial service in the Chapel
t$his coming Sunday at 2:00 p.m. He
was a great guy,and we will miss h i m
^greatly.
:
Less seriously,I did find last week's
I, ^• "

"I

Echo a wild assemblage of weird stuff.

Now we all know that the newspaper and tlie student government are
natural enemies (some of us recall
Richard Nixon telling the press that
they wouldn't have Nixon to kick
around any more after he lost tlie 1962
gubernatorial race in California; of
course they had lots more chances to
kick him around after he became president and committed Watergate).
Anyway, the Student Government
Association officers are really mad at
the Echo for doing what ifs supposed
to do, sensationally or not. Politicians
are always displeased when the press
doesn't think their administration of
student affairs is flawless. I know not
the SGA off icers, but they'd better get
out of the kitchen soon. The "horrors"
that the Echo is accused of being guilty
of are the practice of ALL tine press in
our country. Lordy, lordy, I've never
heard of a cheap journalistic trick like
actually quoting from the minutes of a
meeting. Mr. Kephart '03 is right: say
dumb things, and the newspaper will
tell people about them, As it should.
On the other hand, an Echo staffer
wants men to have greater freedom to
hold hands with men at Colby and
more generally in American society at
large, An admirably anti-homophobic
sentiment, but I think I am possessed
Continued on Page 5

A cross too heavy to bear
By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The College has a right to have a
cross on the top of Lorimer Chapel, but
it is morally reprehensible and it must
come down. The chapel is not intended to be a Christian house of worship,
but a nondenominational one.
"Colby stands for diversity, without which we become parochial," the
College's mission statement reads. "In
the classroom and outside, there is
freedom to study, to think,, to speak
and to learn in an environment that

insists upon : the free and open

exchange of ideas and views."
The cross should not be on top of
the chapel because Colby is a.diverse
community, The cross is a vestige of
parochialism that was overlooked and
it is now time for it to be dealt with.
Keeping the cross up makes a statement that Colby is not accepting of
varying opinions, but rather, that it
prefers one to others.
It may be argued that the cross does
not exclude or promote a religious
affiliation, but instead, is an important
symbol of Colby's Baptist tradition.
TWs argument fails for two reasons.
First, it presumes that those who look
at the cross are already aware of
Colby's Baptist past and second it presumes that this past is one worth
remembering.
Colby students, staff and faculty
are aware of the College's Baptist past

Full
disclosure
Emily Honig

Is this a trite topic to discuss? It
seems like most people around here
have acknowledged and internalized
the Colby bubble, that bastion of exclusivity that keeps us up here on this hill,
both literally and figuratively, where
everyone else is not.
"Come down off the hill," people
say. "We should, leave our ivory
tower." "We should get involved in the
community." "We should care."
Admirable goals, all. of them.
Indeed, we should care. I maintain,
however, that for the majority of Colby

By LIZ BOMZE and KAITLIN
McCAFFERTY
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS

One thing the Colby in Cork program offers its students is integrated
living situations. This has proven to
be both enlightening and frightening.
When I walked into our living
room the other day, the first thing
that caught my eye wa s the bowl of
cereal and m il k growing th ick and
gelatinous on the couch. After AnneMar ie, one of my three Irish roommates, walked in, we both stared at
it in disbelief for a few moments; we
concluded that it was definitely a
remnant of our roommate's breakfast.
"You j ust have to tell her to clean
up after herself ," Anne-Marie
explained , "because she just won't
do it. Not because she doesn't want
to, b ut because it doesn't occur to
her."
Of course, neither Anne-Mnrie
nor our third roommate, Michelle, is
anything close to tidy, or even sani-
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It is wrong to have a cross on top of

the chapel. The College's mission

statement does not allow for a cross on
top of the chapel and it should be
taken down lest it weaken the

admirable goals the College has with
regards to diversity.
How could a college that claims to
be a nondenominational, liberal arts
institution that stands for diversity
have a cross in the middle of campus?
It can't.

students, comfort is the true bubble,
and nothing is more difficult to emerge
from than comfort.
Waking up in the morning, for
example; I love my bed dearly. I love
my down comforter, and I especially
love my bed in the morning when the
heater is on, making my blankets
warm. Getting out of bed is like emerging from the womb, and yet every
morning, somehow, we all get out of
bed. If we didn't, what would we be?
Lazy.
. How come no one calls us lazy
when we refuse to leave the comfort of
our own hilltop heaven?
Ifs very easy to dismiss Waterville
and the rest of Maine. Ifs not all that
immediate to where we live, and ifs
also sometimes hard to think about.
Waterville has a complicated life of its
own, and when you can afford to pay

Colby's tuition ifs really much more
comfortable to avert your eyes when
you're at Hannaford Supermarket buying cups for Beer Die, and the family in
front of you is buying groceries for
their kids with food stamps.
But what can we really do? We do
Colby Cares About Kids, we volunteer
at the Alfond Youth Center; we do
what we can.
I think the main thing, however, is
to be aware not just of Colby's goingson, and not just of Waterville's intricacies, but of the fact that there is a world
outside the hill, and we are not at its
center.
Most people here don't read the
newspaper. Most people here don't
read books, except the assigned ones.
Most people here have so much to concentrate on in this highly absorbing
atmosphere that they forget about life

ucc is a commuter campus, which is a strange
alternativeto colby.
Students here do their
socializingon tuesdays
and Thursdays instead of
Fridaysand Saturdays.

tary for that matter. On Thursday
night, they had a party in our apartment, so we went out for a while.
Wh en we return ed, we were greeted
by empty Bulmers (hard cider) cans
on the floor, dirty di shes all over,
food crumbles in the carpet and an
unidentifiable sandwich-type specimen dripping grease on the kitchen
table. That night we just looked
around, turned aroun d an d went to
bed.
But we get along. They may be
messy, but they're "grand ," as they
say here, alw ays inviting us out to
the Western Star (the UCC bar next
door to our apartment complex) an d
offering us snacks. And even though
they think us bizarre for eating mass
qu a ntities of applesauce an d peanut
butter, we seem to mesh quite well.
When Michelle walked into the living room this morning sport ing a
slink y black dress with a racy slit up
the middle and told me that she and
Anne-Marie hope to become cocktail
waitresses in Vegas next summer, I
gave my full support.
Kate Chuprcvich '04' s living

arrangement has also fared well.
Wh at could have been a disaster has
become fun for her an d amusing for
us to watch. Her roommates are 17yea r old boys who absolutely adore
her. When they see her coming up
the path to the apartment, they call
to her from their small balcony, and
when she sleeps until 2:30 or 3:00
p.m. (as she often does), they sit outside her d oor and seren a de h er w ith
a guitar, sing i ng "Katie" over and
over again. And they lake out the
trash.
Sam Owen '04 is living w ith Nico,an Ital i an who brings h i s entir e
Italian entourage with him wherever
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"Their moms probably missed them."
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cross removed because students do

not expect it to be there. Many are
quite surprised that it is. And why are
they surprised? Because no one told
them this was a Baptist school or a previously Baptist school that clung to its
roots.
The original argument (the cross
reminds us of the College's past) begs
the question: Colby has all but forgotten its Baptist past so why should the
chapel remind us of it? This obj ection
is not intended as a critique of
Baptism, but rather, aims to show that
Baptism no longer has meaning for all

. Multicultural Affairs
Committee Offended by
Comic
- *
.

„..

¦
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The members of Colby 's
Multicultural Affairs Committee
were troubled by the comic strip
that was featured in the Oct. 3 issue
of the Echo. While The Echo certainly has the right to publish what it
wishes, we do not believe that th«s
caricaturing of any racial group, is?
helpful because it is emotionally*,
charged and discourages civil discourse. In contrast, the debate ;on
multicultural housing last Tuesday,

sponsored by the Pugh Community
Board , was a model of intellectual

exchange in which many viewpoints were expressed. Let us talk to
one another, even when it is hard. \.
Aliya Al-Auf y '03,'*
Julie de Sherbinin
Co-Chairs, Multicultural Affairs
Committee
Editor's Note:
|
The comic strip "Wlto wants cake," by 1
Steve Weinberg '06, is not necessarily the R
opinion ofthe Echo, Last week's strip car ^« W
ried a disclaimer explaining this. The Echo* «
does believe, that all students should have an,M
equal opportunity to express themselves itt B
their College paper, and invites students.t' o I
participate more frequently.
•
B

outside of Colby. Did you know tha^
several people have died from polio —
yes, polio — caused by the West Nile
virus? Did you know that a mysterious
sniper has been killing people around
Washington, DC? Did you know that
the mayor of Lewiston issued a letter
urging Somali immigrants to stop
moving so quickly into his city? Jhat
the mayor of Paris was stabbed .at a
concerthall? That Richard Reid adrift
ted to being the Shoe Bomber? Dp you
know what an Irish Traveler is? , 4 , r-.
The list goes on and on, and these
are not trivial details. I'm sure some of
you know all about these things. |But
I'm also sure that to many at Colby,this
is news.
.i ,
Come off the hill.
\'\

Emily Honig is the Opinions editor.

Woes , hoes and roommat e no-nos
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Colby students. If the cross is meant to
remind students of the values of
Baptism, then those values should be
in the College's mission statement.
" Another argument for keeping the
cross up is that in America the cross is
interpreted by some as a general symbol of worship in the United States. Let
me concede, for the sake of argument
(though it is painful to do so), that the
cross is a general symbol of worship.
By looking at the reason why the cross
has become a symbol for worship,
however^ it becomes clear that the
cross is the accepted symbol of worship by virtue of its predominance, not
because any collective body voted on
it. The cross has surreptitiously snuck
into our heritage and instead of extricating it from where it does not belong,
we have been complacent enough to
let it take on an imagined meaning.
The cross is a religious symbol of
Christ and Christianity just as much as
the Star of David is a symbol of Israel
and Ju daism.

Breaking throu gh the CoSby bubble
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and founders, but. few knew of it
before they came. The discerning
applicant might assume that a New
England college such as Colby may
have a Christian tradition, but it seems
callous to expect students to assume
that this tradition still manifests itself
in such a prominent way.
Nowhere in Colby's Mission and
Goals does it say anything about
Colby's Baptist heritage. The College
makes a point of saying that it strives
to escape from the narrow confines of
tradition. It is unreasonable to expect
incoming students, staff and faculty to
know of the College's religious past,
when so little about it is published in
literature about the College. It is a bad
argument to explain the cross's presence by saying it reminds us of the
College's past when few come here
knowing or caring about it.
It would be beneficial to have the
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he goes. Nico can cook, as can-all
Italian men, so Sam leaves the cooking and grocery shopping to him. In
return, Owen teaches Nico and his
friends every bad word that has ever
entered the English language. Going
out with the Italians is great. They,
are constantly swearing, drinking,
smoking and yelling, "Geeve jne
another f-ing b eer! Damn Eer ish, I
sh oul d h ave gone to America !" >
Most of the Irish students go
home on the weekends, creating a
different atmosphere in our complexes. All three of my roommates
went home last weekend; UCC is w
commuter campus, wh ich is ' a
strange alternative to Colby.
Students here do their socializing 'on
Tu esday s a n d Thursdays instead of
".
Friday and Saturday nights.
It is interesting to get to know
Ir i sh stu dents and to have people, to
help you navigate the different culture. However, there are definite
similarities to first-year room tra). *
mas, To our Colby roommates:, vye
miss you guys!
.' .
.*
. *.

II
—"Angry" Josh Civiello '03, W
Peter "Lunchhead" Newberry '03, §
"Al" Goodman '03 I
¦¦.
.
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Excuse me, did you
Wh&fvBowttbin does better titan Colfay
j ust slip me a Mickey ?
ination of indoor smoke will be
beneficial to us all. As many of you
know, envir onm ental tobacco
smoke, or 'second hand smoke/ is
classif ied by the Environmental
Melanie Thompson
Protection
Agency as a 'Class A
MD. MPH
carcinogen.' In other words, it is a
substan ce known to cau se cancer,
with no safe level of exposure. Iri
,
preisident
of
M
i
l
l
s
Barry
Bowdoin College, said on Sept. 5, fact, environmental tobacco smoke
2002: "To Members of the Bowdoin is the third leading cause of preCommunity: A healthy and safe ventable death in this country.
' Further, Maine law does not
campus is impor tant to all of us at
permit
smoking in indoor -workthe
Bowdoin College. Thaf s why
laces,
except in very specially
college
buildall
p
time has come for
ings to be smoke-free. For tihe safe- engineered and ventilated spaces.
ty and wellness of each of us —as The Maine statute does not cover
well as. to comply with Maine student residences. .
However/ college survey data
law—smoking is no longer permitted in any college building, includ- indicate that while very few of our
ing all student residence halls, students arrive on campus as
apartments and the College smokers, a significant number
Houses. I ask those who smoke to become smokers while here. Some
do so outdoors, at least 50 feet experiment- with social smoking,
f rom a building entrance and away which greatly increases the chance
from open windows. I also ask that that they will become addicted to
smokers dispose of cigarettes in an nicotine.
Restricting smoking in all our
appropriate manner. For those
who would like to quit smoking, student residences should dramatthe College stands ready to assist ically decrease the number of students who ' would otherwise
you.
After reviewing college medical become addicted. It should also
data, I am convinced that the elim- greatly reduce the risk of fire in
Medical advice
from Garrison
Health Ctr.

By JUSTIN JUSKEWITCH

orless; thus, it is impossible to tell if
your drink has been drugged until it is
too late. After about 30 minutes, judgYou are hanging out at a campus ment and motor skills become
party on a Saturday night. The music is impaired and the dizziness, confusion
Jpud, the lights are out and everyone is and amnesia hit—essentially the
having a pretty good time. .You have effects of a tranquilizer.
had only a couple of drinks—after all,
These effects can last for more than
the night is young and you are starting eight hours even at low doses. Testing
to loosen up.
for the drug by urine analysis must be
- You came with some friends and done within 48 hours/although insurihey are talking nearby. You decide to ance (including that provided by
grab another drink and a guy near the Colby) only covers the first $50 of the
keg offers you a cup of beer. You take $4O0-$50O charge.
if, talk to him for a couple of minutes
GHB, also called home brew and
and head back to the party.A few min- liquid ecstasy, can be made in street
filtes pass and you start to feel funny — labs and was originally prescribed in
really not yourself. The world starts to the United States as a bodybuilding aid
'blur and you feel extremely drunk, until it was banned 10 years ago
:even though you have had fewer than because of its sedative effects. It is also
three beers. You become very dizzy a colorless, odorless and tasteless drug
'and start to fall, but luckily your friend that dissolves in any liquid, although
'is there to catch you and take you back GHB and alcohol together can be an
especially deadly cocktail.
'to your room.
Recently, ketamine hydrochloride
This situation exemplifies a common fear for many students: the fear of or Special K has also become a combeing slipped a date-rape drug and mon sedative of choice. Used by vetthen possibly being raped, There has erinarians to anaesthetize animals, this
never been a confirmed case of some- drug blocks nerve impulses without
one being slipped a date-rape drug affecting other major organ systems.
The ways to prevent becoming a
here at Colby, but it is something that
occurs too frequently on college cam- victim are pretty simple: avoid taking
puses.
drinks from other people even if you
Out of all of the date-rape drugs, know them, keep your drink covered
Rohypnol and GHB are the most com- or close to you at all times and go to
mon. Rohypnol, also called roofies, parties with a group of friends so that
roach and rope, is an aspirin-sized pill, you can keep an eye on each other.
.Prescribed as a sleeping pill in Mexico, While the fear of being drugged is real,
South America and Europe, it is 10 it does not have to ruin a great Friday
times more potent than valium and or Saturday night if some slight precautions are taken. So you bring the
dissolves in any drink.
beers next time—no big deal.
Outlawed
in
the
United
States,
Rohypnol is odorless, tasteless and colSTUDENT HEALTH ON CAMPUS

BASSET: assorted commentary

about the Echo and other things
Continued f r o m Pa ge 4
6i an average number of male friends.
"And I can't think of any whose hands I
would care to hold. I have trouble
"holding hands with anyone, male or
female. I poke,I prod, I push,I pat. But
Tdon't hold hands, and I don't see why
T" am scorned for my preference.
Shaking hands, maybe. But holding...
More weighty, however, was the
^ injunction for males in their first year
at the College to GIVE UP holding
"hands with their high school sweethearts and just have fun. Contributing
writers Spinner and Withnell advise us
that hordes of Colby funlovers are
pantingly eager to take up with said
neophytes, so the only logical thing to
-do is forget .the past and enjoy the
^fleshly future. Spinner and Withnell
suggest the possibility of fellatio for the
luJcky ones. Now, at Notre Dame,
where I was a first-year student in the
1950s, the women at St. Mary's—our
"sister" college—thought fellatio was

an Italian seaport, but they would hold
hands.
My candidate for the quotation of
the week (almost neck-and-neck with
Mr. Kepharf s '03) appeared in a piece
on President Bush and Iraq.
Contributing writer De Abreu ferreted
out this gem by Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld: "the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence." My
good heavens, what a brilliant little
nutshell!The future looks bright for all
of you scholars at Colby. When I tell a
student that I can find no evidence for
his argument, he'll look at me and
assert "the absence of evidence is not
evidence of absence," and expect me to
fall at his feet in admiration and shower him with A's.
Well, don't hold your breath,
Philpotts, unless, of course, I'm off
holding hands in some Italian seaport.
Charles Bassett is a visiting professor of
English

Presidents
Corner

This excerpt is taken verbatimf r om
the October 3, 2002 meeting of
Presidents' Council. For the minutes
in full, p lease refer to SGA!sWeb site
(wmj o.colby.edu/sga/minutes).
Dan Seifert '04: It seems to be that
students feel that students are
apathetic to politics on campus.
Not to take anything away from
the SGA online forum, but I like
the idea of real time debate to
make personal connection. One
idea was a smaller based forum
rather than the large Page
Commons forum. I think it
would be a nice idea to have student-to-student debate about
anything that comes up.
Kyle Manson '05: How would we
choose h all presidents to do this?
Dan: I figured that the select committee would figure this out and
not-get people who didn't want
to do it.
Peter Brush '03: The question
series put forward last year by
SGA exec was like this and it
f ailed miserably an d attracted
the usual suspects. It sort of fizwli
zled out. I don't think th at it l
have any kind of longevity.
Brad Kasnet '05: 1 think that if it
seems that question series were
more directly related to Colby
and not sb vague like, "Wh at is
diversity," I think it will work;
We just need to jazz it up with
food or something.

these buildings."
of smoking areas is a civil liberties
Too bad Colby couldn't have issue. However, it is actually much
been the first to take such a deci- more a public health issue.
sive stand in an era of competitive
We have to wear seat belts in
college business.
cars to prevent
A regional group Protestors may state
needless, debilifor Smoke-Free
tating injuries.
New England h as that a loss of smoking
We have stanbeen collaboratdards for drinking with the AREASis a civil issue.
ing water to preAmerican Cancer However
,it is actually ' vent infectious
Society, American
diseases
that
Lung Association much more a public
decimate much
and Partnership
of the rest of the
for a Tobacco-Free health issue.
world.
We
Maine with repre- .
would cry out'if
sentation from Bowdoin, Bates, dining halls or restaurants allowed
Colby and various other Maine poison in the food, even just a litcolleges, The goal of this group is tle/even if patrons wanted to try It,
to decrease tobacco use on cam- even if they had the right. Vyie
puses as research shows this might even think the person argudecreases the number of life-long ing for their right to imbibe trj_e
smokers.
poison didn't make sense.
*
Other New England schools
I think, for the benefit of all
have beaten Colby to the punch: Colby should look at hel ping
Mt. Holyoke, University of New smokers who want to, stop, helpHampshire,
University
of ing prevent non-smokers frojn
Southern Maine and University of starting and increasing smoke-free
Mairie-Farmington. Can you imag- areas on campus. In fact, why not
ine how our adrnissions would just ban tobacco altogether?
\
drop if we became known as "the
_
smoking campus" in Maine?
Mela nie Thompson .is the Garrisoi \
Protestors may state that a loss
Foster Health Center director. '

Starbucks is not to blame

By JULIA BERMAN and
MATT M ORRISON

medium and large, one can order
a short drink and receive the
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
smallest cup in the Starbucks family. "Little sister," as she is known,
Starbucks is a dirty corpora- while not prostituted on the size
tion. We're not going to deny it. board, is always there in a pinch
The workers that farm their coffee for the raw, but hopeful coffee virbeans are grossly underpaid. gin.
Starbucks only sells one flavor of
Funny, no one bothers to cricoffee, called Fair Trade, that tique the sophisticated interior
guarantees a minimum pay to the design of Starbucks or the family
farmers (ironic that this is a selling favorite orange mocha frappuccip'oint). Many activists in America, no. America is not trying to trick
from those supporting human people into the bigger and better,
rights to those interested in fresh but to sell products through glamorganic food, have qualms about orizing them.
the way Starbucks does business.
To us, it seems that recently,
But of these indisputably seri- • marketing trends have been aimed
ous complaints, why is ifeih.at the at making products seem- more
most-often cited Starbucks pet appealing through downsizing.
peeve is about
Computer monithe size of their
tors and televicoffee cups?
screens
Maybe the real enemyis sion
shrink into backMost people
are familiar with not even Starbucks. We
less phenomena.
Fiendishly we
the ' Starbucks
don't want to point finstuff our pocketsizing system,
consisting of tall, gers, but the Taliban has books and fanny
grande
and
packs with mini
venti.
Before been named as a possible Kleenexes and
Hershey's kisscomplaining that
America
is TAM$k.
es. Let us examine
Pamela
obsessed
w ith
magnifying every article in exis- Anderson's tasteful breast reductence, one should familiarize one- tion surgery, Jennifer Grey's
self with the fourth, lesser-known rhinoplasty circa the early 1990s
beverage size. Starbucks provides and Jennifer Aniston's oh-so-welland sells short drinks. It's the timed flirtation with anorexia. The
truth. If one is unsatisfied with the miniscule Pokemon seduces
three sizes that have more ornate today's youth while older generatitles than the standard small, tions are nostalgic for the larger,

!

but much beloved Fraggles arid
Ewoks of yore. On the whole, society's concept of modern efficiency
involves putting a great deal into
as little space as possible.
j
In our search to rationalize tae
unfortunate tragedy of last
September, taking jabs at a coffee
house chain seems inappropriate.
A similarly far-fetched claim ma$e
in the confused and panicky period of time following the
Hindenburg disaster that the
hula-hoop was the orbiting tool of
Satan proved to be just as irrelevant and untimely. Starbucks gats
enough heat for " its abuse of
underpaid workers and chi}d
labor in Third World countries.
Maybe the real enemy is not ev£n
Starbucks. We don't want to point
fingers, but the Taliban has been
named as a possible target. ' <
Perhaps rebuilding the World
Trade towers to their ori ginal
magnitude is an appropriate measure. Oh the other hand ' a modest
memorial may be just as inspiring
and unif ying for the American
people. Large buildings. ,a_£ a
memorial may or may'-hot Tie necessary to restore the confidence of
Americans after such a disaster.
Nevertheless, they would hardly
be proof of the hideous size distortion that supposedly runs rampant in our country; they are cer;
tainly not evidence of need for a
wholesale downsize in the coffee
world.

f. . ¦ ¦

•Note: The opinions expressed in this comic strip are those of the artist and are not necessaril y shared by the Echo.
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Serving Lunch & Dinner
Frosh Eolootio Culsino
Monday- Saturday 11:00am to 9:30pm. Brunch on Saturday,
7 Jobl Culver & Tanya Chaaso
T
thobroadbox@alrollnk.not
7 Aloo available for Catering

137 Main Street
Waterville,ME
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- ' . '• Quality Vision Caiw
*T ,mT«nATMnNT AND MANAai3MIlNT
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? Fashion EvnwnAn

POULIN <S ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
•"
166 Silver Street
04901
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S
(207)^'
873-3500
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Philip R. Poulln . G.D,
Christopher C. White, O.D.
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Into Recyclin g?

y.

l<&L ALBERT'S RECYCLED
I Z^sT CLOTHING & FURNITURE

;J
M-F 10-6
Sat 10-5,Sun 12-5 !•

84 Elm $ft,
Waterville

•
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10% Discount with Colby ID
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JASON SPOONER JAIWSVIf Nil

Jurassic 5 cosicert
sells ©very ticket

By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

f >-

P J ason Spooner impressing fans in the Mary Low Coffeehouse.
*- "
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Jesse: How do you like Colby

vi . Dr. Da n Rosenfeld
'£ discusses his vision
'Xfor the Colby College
Museum of Art

¦¦ .. , i"

¦

By JESSE DeLAUGHTER

STAFF WRITER

Dr. Daniel Rosenfeld, the new
director of the Colby College
Museum of Art, arrived at Colby
earlie r th is . semester. The Echo
spoke with Rosenfeld last week to
disc uss h is first impr essio n s , his
plans, his aspirations and art.

a shot.

m^

so fa r?

fj roice.- . ffQf
iithe Art
pVlyseurri

BRAD SEYMOUR/ THE COLBY ECHO

Though ticket sales for the Oct. 4
urassic
5 concert in Wadsworth
J
Gymnasium started out slowly, the
concert ended in a success. According
to Social Chair Thomas Jackson '03,
ail of the tickets were sold.
Weeks ago, tic ket sales were no t
going well; nobody was buying tickets. Rumors began circulating that
there would not be enough money to
hold a concert in the spring.
The week before the concert, however, it seemed t hat p eople realized
they had lit tle time to get their tickets ,
Jackson said.
Tickets were so ld at t he door and
according to Jackson, all 2000 (the
capacity of the Wadsworth
Gymnasium with that setup) tickets
were sold and 20 p eople were turned
away at the door. Over 500. tickets
were sold off-campus, acco rdin g to
A ssociate Directo r of Student
Activities Lisa Hallen. They made
more t h an enough money for a spring
concert next semester.Jackson said.
"The concert went really well—I
got all the help I could possibl y need
and no one was rowdy," Jackson said.
The concert began with underground hip-hopster El Da Sensei as
the opening act. For about an hour, El

Da Sensei kept the crowd lively as he
continuously had them waving their
arms about and bouncing to his
lyrics. He successfully warmed up the
audience for the groovy song stylings
of Jurassic 5.
Crowds continuousl y poured into
the gymnasium throughout the night,
and by the time Jurassic 5 took the
stage the floor was packed with-bodies bopping along to the music. There
were many people sit i
tng on the
bleachers , as well. The audience was
generally impressed with the performance. The bass was felt by everyone
throughout the room, forcing people
t o bo unce their heads to t he bea t of
the music.
Jurassic 5 seemed to really enjoy
themselves on stage. After their final
song, the crowd was yelling for more ,
and Jurassic 5 was willing to deliver;
t hey gave an encore p erf ormance of
one of their songs.
"I'm feelin ' your energy tonight
Colby !" one of the M.C.s said during
the performance.
Jurassic 5 has been on a campaign
to promote their new CD "Power In
Numbers ," set to release Oct. 8. They
p erf ormed their latest single "Whaf s
Golden" in Wadsworth; judging by
the success of the concert, it see ms
th at many st u dents may give the CD

Dan: I love it! I'm having a
great time! People are genuinel y
nice , interesting and intelligent.
I've been in different institutions
and observed t h e wa y t h at t hey're
organized and work, and Col by is
very impressive as an organization. It's made the transition easy.
J: What are the major differences be tw een Colb y and t h e
Pennsylvania Academy, where
y ou wor k ed previously?
D: The Academy is not a liberal
arts college. It' s an academ y in the
18th century sense of the word.
It's an art school following a modified academic method. Colby provides a much more complex diversity of interests. It's very stimulating to be able to have conversations with philosophers, biologists , etc.
J: What do you think will be
your most difficult challenge
working here?
D: Doing everything I want to
do. You come to a new job, and
you develop a plethora of ideas
about what is conceivable, but
there are limits of space, human
resources and funding. The goal is

to make t hings p ossible th at m ight

not have been previously.
J: How do you plan to get t he
Colby communit y involved in the
mu se u m?
D: One of my goals is to make
st u dents aut o m aticall y members
o f th e muse u m up on en trance at
Colb y, and I hope to develop programs that will make this worthwhile. We need to provide cultural and social activities, videos an d
s peakers th at touc h on issues that
are part of everybod y 's li ves t h at
tra nscend whatever t heir maj ors
may be.
• J: A lot of people have been
expressing negative feelings
to w ard t h e rece nt mon um ental
Serra and LeWitt sculptures
installed on campus. Some feel
that the decision-making process
is in the hands of a few powerful
people. How much say do you
think the general public should
h ave in th ese matters?
D: You've got to find a consensus. If the perception is that a few
people are imposing their preferences with disregard for what others may think, people are going to
Continued on Page 7

Today- Oct 10

• Mason & Hundt, an
original and traditional
acoustic blues duo, 8
p.m. Mary Low
,
Coffeehouse

Thursday- Oct 17 -

• "for colored girls..."'.
7:30 p.m. Strider
Theater

FAMILYWEEKEND
Friday- Oct 18

J

• Creationist Fallacies
with Robert Gastaldo,
4 p.m. Olin 01
• Tor colored girls..."
7:30 p.m.
Strider
¦
-^
'
\j f :
"
Theater
^

Saturday- Oct 19

• Colby Craft Fair, 10
a.m - 4 p.m. Field
house
• Colby Improv, 2 p.m. £
and 4 p.m.
• Writing Mysteries with
Gerry Boyle 78, 3 p.m.
Lovejoy 100
• Colby Dancers, 7 p.m.
Page Commons Room
• "for colored girls..." '¦; {
"¦ «
7:30 p.m, Strider
Theater
• Second City perfor- . ..
mance, 8 p.m.
Waterville Opera
House
• Ghost Stories read by
Charles Bassett and ¦
Jennifer Boylan, 8 p.m.l
*
Lorimer Chapel

Tuesday- Oct 22 '.

DEBORAH DOBERNE/ THE COLBY ECHO

Dan Rosenfeld (first on left) poses with his staff Patricia King,
Alice Fitzgerald and Gregory J . Williams.

• Poet Peter Harris, 7
p.m. Robins Room

Beer Review

It's that time of years Okfoberfesf
dfijT Muctl lon9er"
lasting head.
If these two beers
were p rostitutes,
Sp aten has de f initely
been working the
streets longer than
Sammy boy. ¦ m
¦ JJJ
^
— Jonathan Allen '03

7, By MELV LADERA
k «A&E EDITOR
i

"

.' The Oktoberfest festival hns bcen
j around for nearly two centuries. It
I nil started back in 1810 when King
i Ludwi g I of Bavaria decided to
! throw n party to celebrate his mor[ ringe to Princess Theresa of Saxony[ Hildburghouscn. Tho wedding
{ reception originally involved horse
J races, but ns time went on, the beer' drinking spectator?, changed the
( e v ent's focus, nnd tho festival
j evolved into n beer guzzling extrov» oganzn lliot lakes place annually In
» late September through early
! October. It is now credited ns ' tho

largest public festival in the world,
Millions attend the festival onch
year, and many similar festivals arc
celebrated nro'und the world for
thoso who nrcn 't able to make thoir
way to Germany.
Oktoberfest, a type of boor, is
often consumed to celebrate this
time of year, Oktoberfest is a strong
"bock" beer, which features n malt
flavor and, aroma. It is generally
nmbor-colorcd nnd moderately bitter. This week's beer battle was
between Samuel Adams and
Spnten's versions of Oktoberfest, Wc
wanted to see how nn American
brewery could stack up against n
German original.

This week's palate panelists were
Jonathan Allen '03, Timothy Clark
'03, Alexis Frobin '03, Kimbcrly
Lnngone '03 and Amanda Suretto
'03,
The first boor sampled was
Samuel Adams' Octoberfest (which
should be spoiled with a "k").
"A great beer overall, perfect for a
night of apple picking, lonf jumping
and trlck-or-treatlng," Suretto said,
"I wish I got this beer when I
went trick-or-trcnting in Edinburgh
Inst year instead of crappy Tosco
brand ," Frobin sold.
"I don't think I'd want to get
plunked on while drinking this bper,
Biz/,minutes my nssl" Langone said,
"This is a great beer, It makes mc
want to go out nnd buy some—nnd
I'm o cldcr guy," Clork snid,
"A greot beerl Wo. should all take
our Sams' ond hold our glasses up to

toast October," Allen said.
Tlie next beer sampled was the
Spaten Oktoberfest Ur-Marzen,
which is brewed purely from Alpine
water, barley malt, hops and yeast.
Bottled and brewed by Spnten
Franziskaner-Brnu in Munich ,
Germany, it is, according to the label,
the "world's first Oktoberfest bier/'
With such high credentials nnd n
fancy label, the panelists had high
expectations.
"The lnbel's greatl There are more
kegs on the label than at a Colby
Loudness," Allen snid, "Gotta lovo
those Germans!"
"Definite nutty beer—weak odor,
but good," Clnrk snid. "Thick head,
long-Insting, golden color—It' s
klndn pretty."
"Much longer-lnsting hood. If
these two beers were prostitutes,
Spaten hns definitely been working
the streets longer than Sammy boy,"
Allen said.
Tho panelists enjoyed the Spnton
but woro unsure with how If compared to the Snm Adnms,
"It's a good beer, a great compliment to henrty German sausage, or
other red meat," Suretto sold.
"I think this is one of tho few
German things I don't like. I've boon
lot down ," Frobin, n Gorman citizen ,
snid, "Maybe if I had a nice snusngc
or splltzlo to go wilh this I'd bo hoppier."
"Not quite as good as Som. I'm
torn: ns someone from 15-mlnulos
outsido-Doston, I was rooting for
Sam—but I spent n somostor In
Germany, I'm kind of disappointed

with the Gcrmnns this time,"
Lnngone snid. "I know they can do
bettor—I squandered a lot of Euros
on beer bettor thnn this!"
In n "tough nnd unanimous decision, tho panelists chose the Samuel
Adonis ovor tho Spnton.
"The Spaten te really good, but
since it is imported , tho Germans
probabl y kept nil tho good'becr ond
sent us the shit off the topi" Allen
sold, "Wo are 'stupid Americans'
after nil."
"As a German, I do feci guilty
preferring the Sam, but in this enso
he's just belter," Frobin said.

vrf V J m tom: as

someone
f ro m 15-minutesoutside Boston/ 1 : {,
was rooting f or
Sam-butlsp ent a
semester in
Germany.
^^

JJ \

— Kimberl y Langone '03^
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The first faculty-directed production of Colby
theater & dance's production season "for colored
girls who have considered suicide/ when the rainbow is enuf," premieres at Strider Theater Family
•Weekend Oct. 17-19 at 7:30 p.m.
>
-7.The title may be a mouthful, but it definitel y
y boasts a lot excitement, as it is entered into the 36th
, annual American College Theater Festival (ACTF).
The production is pitted against dozens of other
college productions competing in its division.
Representatives from the ACTF will be judging
one of their performances, and if the production
^receives positive feedback, the cast will be sent to
Keene State College in New Hampshire to perform
again. Only a select few from across the country
will be chosen to move on to the finals at the
*Kennedy Center in Washington D.C.
"for colored girls..." is written by Ntozake
I
Shange. Shange's first play, "for colored girls..."
explores the lives of a group of women of color
through "choreopoem."
Shange won an Obie award, an Outer Circle
Critics Award and an Audelco Award for "for colored girls..." The play also received Tony,Grammy
and Emmy nominations.
Directed by Associate Professor of theater and
^
* dance Joylynn Wing, "for colored girls..." boasts a
- very diverse and upbeat cast. It includes AliceMarie Allen '04, Breilyn Brantley '04, Adelin Cat
'05, Kate Campbell '05, Lindsey Lanier "04, Jane
Lee '06 and Amina Mclntyre '04.
"We were looking for seven fabulous women
and we got them," stage manager Emily Carreiro
'03 said.
The cast and crew have had very little time to
..^prepare for the performance. They not only have
'*>' to remember their lines, but also choreographed
<.,
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Cast of "for colored girls..." left to right (back row) Mclntyre,Allen, Brantley,Cat, (front
row) Lanier, Lee and Camp bell.
dances for various musical selections. Professor of
dance Christine Wentzel works with the choreography in the production.
"Ifs coming together wonderfully.The cast and
directors have really pulled through with such a
short time span," Carreiro said. "The costumes
and technical aspects are also pulling together and
being flexible as our vision of the show transforms
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and takes a final shape."
"for colored girls..." promises to be an exciting,
high energy performance, with a slumber partylike atmosphere, a variety of styles of dance,
including stepping and intriguing sets.
In addition to being entered into the ACTF, "for
colored girls..." is also being considered for the
Irene Ryan Acting Scholarship.

ROSENFELD
Museum director talks about
art at Colby

SPOTLIGHT CN IHE ARTS
Hudec, the accordion hipster

By MELV LADERA

Continued from Page 6

A&E EDITOR

There are not too many accordion
players at Colby. Though he has not
had much time to play his accordion
this year, last year many people
probably saw Lubos Hudec '05
'demonstrating his proficiency with
I the instrument on Tuesday evenings
in the Mary Low Coffeehouse as he
jo ined many other folk musicians.
Hudec has been playing the
accordion for about six years. During
his summers, Hudec . travels
throughout his home country, the
Czech Republic, playing in bars and
retirement homes.
His host father, Director of
Admissions Steve Thomas, has him
go to Lunder House to' play polka
music for the staff, Hudec said.
/>. _ Hudec also attended an accordion
' players' gathering last spring in Bar
" Harbor, Me.
"I didn't know there were that
many accordion players here in
Maine," Hudec said.
Though Hudec can play all types
of music on his accordion, he especially enjoys playing Czech folk
DEBORAH DOBERNE/ THE COLBY ECHO
music.
Lubos Hudec '05, Colby 's accordion-playing sensation.
„ # ... "It makes me feel nostalgic—
remind s me of my family—ifs fun to j a zz, tango and classical music; it is ensemble. Hudec also sings for the
" me. I really like it," Hudec said.
College Chorale a nd
not strictly limited to polka and folk. Colby
Hud ec recognizes tha t folk music
Hudec is not a music major, he is Collegium. Six to seven hours of
is not very popular at Colby, espe- a d ouble major i n physics and si nging and three hours of guitar a
cially with the college-age crowd. He German.
week fill his schedule, He also tries
He devotes all of his free ti me, to practice his instruments at least an
thinks that most people reject the
accordion because of its reputation however, to music. In addition to hour each day.
Hud ec said he enjoys everyone
for being popular only with the playing the accordion, Hudec takes
, glderly. But Hudec said that you can guitar lessons in the Music involved in the Music Department
on the
accordion like Department and plays for a guitar and is really happy here at Colby.
^glay anything

get their backs up, and thaf s not
good. Public sculpture is very
problematic. I was just walking
through Camden and saw a classic Civil War monument. When
you construct something like that,
the whole community looks up to
it, but that's become an anachronism. If an artist like Serra or
LeWitt becomes part of our public
space, it's the job of the museum
to give people a means of understanding the relevance of these
works to our lives. I think it
would be great to continue to find
examples of monumental sculpture for the campus. Future decisions obviously will not be put to
a campus-wide vote, but we do
need to make sure to bring together a representative group so that
people aren't left thinking that
decisions are being made for
them.
J: If you could acquire any
work at all for the musevim, what
would you choose?
D: This may come as a surprise
and may give a false impression
of my biases, but I think I would
choose a work of ancient fifth or
sixth century B.C. Greek sculpture, su ch as the Kritios Boy.
There are certain qualities of
Greek classica l or proto-classical
sculpture that embod y the origins
of our modern culture, our rega rd
for the indi v id ual, i nvent i on,
order, beauty and truth , truth and
beauty.
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I Members of the Colby Music Departmen t faculty anf applied music associate!! gathered for a Faculty Recital, Saturday, Oct. 5,

Contact CampusFund raiser at (888) 923~323&v!
or visit www.campusfundrai8er.com
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||, Down 19-14 at the beginning of
lithe fourth quarter, the. lylules
iipould have given up on what may
jjhave been their third straight loss
$pf the season. Instead , % they
•Remained motivated and scored 2
."•touchdowns to take ; a-27-1$ lead.
|jThe Colby defense held the
¦
/Wesleyan University '¦¦. :Cardi nals
^scoreless in. the final quarte r to
{{secure the Rules'; first • victory of
;|the season.
, .;
of the
possession
On
their
first
;
|
.•game, the Mules scored on a 41waid touchdown run by Aaron
Stepka '05. It was Colby's first
lead of the season.
; The Mules seemed deflated at
halftime after squandering multiple scoring opportunities; and
allowing the Cardinals to take a
13-7 1ead^ 7Colby marched, down the field
in the third quarter seeking the goahead touchdown. Stepka took the
hand off on the Wesleyan 5-yard
line and charged into a mob of
players. It appeared that Stepka
had been tackled when wide
receiver Lee Carlson '03 emerged
trom the chaos with-the ball and
sstepped into the end zone, giving
Colby a 14-13 lead.
On the following. 'Wesleyan
drive, Cardinal wide receiver
Patrick Moffett'04 caught his third
touchdown of the game on a fleerlicker pass giving Wesleyan a 19|l4 1ead., .. ,. . .
j In the fourth quarter/ Stepka
|would rush for 2 more touchIdowns, bot h coming a f ter
JWesleyan fumbles.
I ¦' As Colby r an out th e clock, the
fteam breathed a collective sigh of
{relief as they had finally p layed to
jtheir potential and no longer felt
Mie pressure of getting that allJiniportaint first victory.
¦«
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Aaron Steplca '05 breaks tackle against Wesleyan. Stepka was named the N.C.A.A.Division III Tri-National Player of the Week by the National Weekly Football Gazette. - ...¦.-. 1.
"If definitely was a confidence
boost," Stepka ' said.7'We saw what
we h ave p oten tial to do, and to
keep on doing."
Coach Tom Austin said, "We
had-a good and intense week of
p ractice . The older guys almost
willed us to win :"
With his dominating perform ance, Stepka earned New

Eng land Small College Athletic
Conference Offensive Player of the
Week honors. Stepka had 217yards rushing on 42 carries and 3
touchdowns.
The Mules also h ad a successf ul
game on the other side of the ball.
Th e def ense sacked the Cardina l
quart erback seven times and held
Wesleyan to 26 yards rushing.

Captains Mike DiStefa n o '03 and
Mike Moran '03 each h ad 2 sack s
to lead the defense.
Colby play ed its best game of
the year, and there are several
areas in which they bested th e
competition. Colby h ad th e ball 13
minutes longer than Wesleyan and
had nine more first downs. This is
also the fi r st game in which Colby

has had a positive turnover ratio.
Un fortunately, th e starti ng
quarterback in this contest, B.L.
Lippert '04, dislocated his shoulder on the first drive of the second
half. The team is not sure how
many games Lippert will have to
miss as a result of his injury.
The Mules will have to continue to improve if they hope to beat

Amherst College Saturday, Oct. 12
in Amherst, Mass. Amherst is 3-0,
and this Satu rda y's game is going
to be the most difficult game of the
year, Austin said. Colby h as not
def eated Amherst since 1995, but
is capable of winning if they .don'-t
give points away and finish their *^
¦ . ¦ ¦¦_
drives.

Women's soccer overpowers WesBeyailf
prew gets feet wet;
ibig season on horizon
By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN
STAFFWRITER

. :|By SUZANNE SKINNER
•MANAGING EDITOR

teams, rather

than collegiate.
"All this tells us is that we executed
some of the things we worked on fairly well and we didn't execute some of
women's
varsimen
and
The
Colby
j
'£ty crew teamp^ad a decent'shoeing At' the tilings we worked on very well,"
;|the TextileRiver Regatta Saturday, Oct. Stokes said. "It's a little bit dif ficult to
;§>. Being so early in season, the team project for the year.", ;.The crew season lasts the entire
• .approached the race as more of a
Reliance for the rowers to row together year and the teams will not be compet;$jn a competitive situation, then a sqri- ing in championship meets until May.
;
A lot can ' happen in seven months.
•fous competition..
Stokes said .both varsity eight boats
will be competitive within their
I g>g»AIL THIS TELLS respective leagues.
¦i *^ US IS WATWE
The biggest race for the fall is the
Head of the Charles. On Saturday and
Sunday, Oct. 19 and 20, the men and
women varsity eight boats will be
competing in the largest multi-day
regatta in the world. Teams from all
oyer the world will be participating.
According to Stokes, national teams
from Canada to South America , Egypt
and Europe will be at the event.
The men's boat will be competing
r THINGS WE
«** in the
Collegiate Eight Race.
^ WORKED ON. «WP
"They'll be in a race that will be
more competitive with our sort
¦<
«•'
. — Stew Stokes ofmuch
caliber," Stokes said.
'.7
Crew head coach
Some of the women, who placed
;
second
in the N.C.A.A. championship
•
y^¦Numerous, races were held at the race last year, were ineligible for the
• (Textile River Regatta and almost every collegiate race, Stokes , said, So the
jpember of both the women and men's women will be competing in the
'•tpoms raced twice, Coach Stew Stokes Championship Eight Race. Williams is
snid . JVhen evaluating the results and the only other Division III school in
.'$1);team's efforts, he concentrated on this race, All tho other teams arc varii ,jh p ; i Men and Women's Open Eight ous national teams and crews from
Division I schools.
'.W«p.
of
men
4th
out
^¦Thp
finished
15
"It's hard to sny how competitive
.
Jtpgms, The women finished 7th out of we will be with them," Stokes said,
11 teams. Stokes snid these results are "We will go into it trying to perform . as
slightly skewed because many of the best we can. A lot of things can happen
, ' lpiT.B,. enforcd in the race were club down n 3 mile course ,"

{ executedsome of
we wings we
Worked on fairl y
well and we didn't
executesome of we
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The Colby women's soccer team improved
their New England Small College Athletic
Conference record to 1-4 with a win over
Wesleyan University, Saturday, Oct. 5. However,
in th e second game of their NESCAC weekend
Sunday Oct. 6, the Mules fell to the Williams
College Ephs. The Mules also lost to the
University of Southern Maine Huskies, 2-1, in
overtime Thursday, Oct. 3.
In the Mules' first NESCAC shutout against
Wesleyan, midfielder Julie Brown '03 scored the
first goal for the Mules 30 minutes into the first
half off of a pass from Kaitlin Herlihy '06. The
Mules' defense managed to keep the Cardinals
from scoring throughout the first half.
"This was a big win for us," Assistant Coach
Elizabeth Rice '02 said. "We finally put some
things together. It was a great team effort all
around."
In the second half, forward Christina Andaya
'05 scored with only a few minutes remaining on
the clock, with Brown picking up the assist.
Elizabeth Riley '05 made 11 saves to earn the
shutout for the Mules. .
"We pulled ourselves together defensively,"
Head Coach Jennifer Holsten said. "The shut-out
against Wesleyan also gave our 'backfield some
confidence."
In the game against Williams, the Ephs scored
a goal early in the half and then another in the
waning minutes of the half.
"We played with a little lapse in the beginning," Emily Dattwyler '03 said. "At halftime we
figured out how to adjust to Williams' style of
play."
BRAD SEYMQUU/THU COLBY |iCI U»
The Ephs would score one more goal in the
defense.
Wesleyan
agninst
*
second half to secure a win of 3-0 over the Mules. Forward Lauren Gremelspacher '03 controls the ball
Colby's defense, led by captain Stephanie
Hicks '03 and goallender Elizabeth Riley '05 kept said. "I believe we can build on it to prepare for left on the clock in the second half to tie the gamo,
1-1. As the overtime minutes were licking awnj'
the Mules in the game, Riley '05 had tremendous our future NESCAC games,"
Jn their game versus USM, Colby came out the Huskies managed to put in the game-winning
25 saves,
"We played well today," Rice said, "We gave strong as Captain Christine O'Donnell '03 scored goal.
I
The Mules will play nt St. Joseph's College
up two long-ball goals, but maintained solid the only goal for tho Mules 10 minutes into the
first half. The rest of lhe game remained scoreless, Thursday, Oct. 10 at 4 p.m. nnd nt Amhersts
defense throughout the game."
»
"I feel positive about the weekend," Holsten until lhe Huskies put one in with only 37 seconds College Saturday, Oct. 12 at 1.1 a.m.
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Karina Johnson '05
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Johnson has dominated women's crosscountry this season. She finished 1st at the
Bates Invitational at-. Twin Brook with a time of
23:9, Sept. 28. She was a recent selection for
NESCAC Player of the Week and earned AllState honors at the State of Maine Meet, Oct. 5.

*' F0&TBALL
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Cross-country teams finish third in close race
S$£SUZANNE SKINNER
MANAGING EDITOR

The State of Maine Meet meet
proved just how closely matched
the CBB schools are to each other.
On Saturday Oct. 5, both the
women and men's cross-country
teams finished 3rd to Bowdoin
d Bates. The season, however, is
C• from over, and the Mules have
• the talent and drive to beat the
Polar Bears and Bobcats in numerous upcoming meets.
"In all honesty, we are going to
have to run better," women's
cross-country Coach Debra Aitken
said. "There is just not a weak
team in the NESCAC [New
.(England Small College Athletic
Conference]. We're not going to
have any easy meets, and we
haven't had any easy meets."
At the State of Maine Meet, the
women were only- 6 points away
from tying Bates. On Sept. 28, the
Mules beat the Bobcats; however
Bates was missing two of their star
runners. This past weekend, Julie
jDutton '04, a Bates' runner was

back and finished 7th.
"Just her, alone, made all the
difference," Aitken said.
Bowdoin won the meet with 22
points. Their runners finished in
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd spots.
Although talented, according to
Aitken they have a shallow team.
"They're seven deep,"- Aitken
said. "They don't have anyone to
go to if they lose anyone out of
their top six." '
The Mules are not just relying
on Bates and Bowdoin runners
getting injured. The Colby runners
also demonstrated their talent at
the State of Maine Meet. Karina
Johnson '05 finished 4th at this
past weekend's race, earning AllState honors.
Jessica Minty '06, Hillary
Easter '06 and Anna Cristina
Sisson'04 have all been running
consistently. Emily Arell '04 and
Anna Somo '04 were Colby 's 9th
and 10th runners.
"They moved closer to our 7th
runner; that was something we
were trying to accomplish,"
Aitken said.

dTJT There is j ust
not a weak
team in the NESCAC.
We're not going to
have any easy meets,
and we haven't had
¦
any easy
<-—
meets.
J^

• — Debra Aitken
Cross-country coach

She also believes Mary Phelps
'04 and Captain Megan Hoar '03
will greatly contribute.
"We just need to close that gap
between Karina and the rest of the
pack," Aitken said.
The men's cross-country team
also came out. of the State of Maine
Meet feeling positive about their
performance, despite their 3rd
place finish.
"It's nice to see Nat out there,"
Coach James Wescott said.

This is the first meet that
Nathaniel Brown '04 ran up to his
full potential after a nine month
hiatus. He finished 16th out of 115
runners;
"It's just a nice breakthrough;
the team needed that," Wescott
said. Brian Hurley '03 also had a
great race.
... Hurley "was our 5th runner
overall; he really counted in the
scoring," Wescott said.
Captain John Tyson '04 was
sick.
"He was courageous to go right
out with the people he typically
goes out with," Wescott said.
According to Wescott, the
Mules will not beat the Polar Bears
this year. Bowdoin is just too talented. However, defeating the
Bobcats is a definite possibility.
This relatively young team j ust
needs to get a few more miles
under its belt.
Both the men and women's
cross-country teams will liM 'competing in the J. Earley Invitational
Saturday, Oct. 19.
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VOLLEYBALL; looking ahead
to NESCAC Weekend.
Continued f r om Page 10
n ated recently and made her presence known in the NESCAC, I
have been waiting for her to come
into her own and really take over
in games, and she has done just
th at," Coach Candice Parent said.
Despite the losses this weekend, Colby rem ain s undefea ted in
NESCAC standi ngs, 3-0. At the
moment, they are tied with
Amherst. In-conference results
only count towards conference
standings during NESCAC-sanctloned tournaments; the Williams
Invitational was not sanctioned,
"We have been playing well
together despite the addition of
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Colby water polo p laced 4th in their tourna ment versus Bates, Bowdoin, Ho ly Cross and WPJ on Sept. 28 ami 29.
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J ean Sturtevant

flfl

a

several new players. I have no
doubt that we will continue to be
successful because we are greatly
improving our communication
with one another. As the season
goes on, our mental toughness
w ill only get better, and this wilt
translate into key wins in close
matches. We are becoming physica ll y stronger and are able to
endure long matches and tournaments', There is no end to whereour team can go," Prescott said.'- ;!i
The Mules will compete In the.
NESCAC Weekend at Trinity
College Friday and Saturday, Oct
11 and 12. There they will face
Trinity, Wesleyan University atftf .
Connecticut College.
y '} \
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Volleyball ¦
undefeated
in NESCAC:
standings A
By CLIFF WHITE

STAFF WRITER
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Forward Adrienne LeClair '05 prepares to take a shot on net aga inst Wesleyan. Scoring opportunities were rare f o r the Mules on Oct. 5 and 6.

By ERICA AYOTTE

SPORTS EDITOR

Colby field hockey lost two New England
Small College Athletic Conference games,
versus Wesleyan University and Williams
College. They are now ranked 7th in
NESCAC standings, bringing to a halt the
winning streak that seemed promising at the
season's commencement.
The Mules faced the 4th-ranked Wesleyan
Cardinals Saturd ay, Oct. 5 and lost the contest, 0-2.
In the first half , the teams were evenl y
matched. Much of the game was played
between the 25-yard lines, but the Cardinals
got off some spectacular shots. Goaltender
Carolyn Morin '.03 made several diving
saves. Morin, is the currentl y ranked 2nd in
NESCAC for saves per game.
By the closing minutes of the first half, the

Mules appeared to be fatigued. Penalty cor- balance play around the field," LeClair said.
ners against the Mules came in a series, while
The Mules had only 3 shots on net in the
many free hits were called back as dangerous second half. The Cardinals controlled the
or blocked by Wesleyan players. Colby was ball, and scored their second goal after 14:16
forced to their weak side, and the offense did minutes.
The Mules did not capitalize on their 15
not produce many scoring opportunities.
Wesleyan scored its first goal 10:21 into the
first half.
Colby
0
The second half began with a refreshed
Wesleyan
2
Colby squad. There was some pretty giveand-go passing between Captain Lyndsay
Colby
0
Peters '03, Adrienne LeClair '05 and Wendy.
Williams
3
Bonner '05. Captain Jennifer Brenneman '03
and defense player Kristin Putnam '05 had
some strong hits, while Shelley Hughes '03 corners during the game. Colby rarely had a
played aggressively on the forward line. strong shot on net during these scoring
Morin also blocked a penalty shot on her opportunities because they passed the ball
stick side. But their valiant efforts were not too many times at the top of the circle before
shooting;
enough to stop the persistent Cardinals.
The Mules repeated many of the same
"We needed to communicate better and

•

mistakes Sunday, Oct. 6 when they lost to
lst.ranked Williams, 0-3.
The offense was quiet, and the Mules
only managed to have 6 shots on net, while
the Ephs had 21. The defense also allowed 12
corners; the Mules had only 3.
"I think we psyched ourselves out about
this weekend," Melissa Mullen '03 said.
Colby held off Williams until late in the
first half, when the first goal was scored, but
the Ephs controlled the circle and the pace of
the game.
"We put ourselves in a harder position
[being ranked 7th in NESCAC], but we are
good at being tlie underdogs. We,have confidence that we can beat the teams at the top of
NESCAC," Mullen said.
The Mules will face 9th-ranked Amherst
College Saturday, Oct 12.

Colby maintained an impressive record of 13-5 in their recent
game against the University of ,
Maine-Farmihgton and at tl^
Williams
Invitational^
Tournament.
Colby won. the game against
30-7, .30-18;
30-8,
UMF,
Wednesday, Oct. 2, but then suf-;
fered back-to-back losses at the:
Williams Invitational Saturday,.
Oct. 5. Colby lost to Springfield;
College, which is ranked 4th in'
New England, in straight sets, 25? "
^
30, 25-30, 17-30, and then fell" tc&
6th ranked, host Williams, 18-30,23-30, 30-22, 20-30. .
Colby, ranked 8th last week,
was not completely disheartened
and followed up the losses with a
three set victory over ColbySawyer, 30-22, 30-24, 31-29.
In the .win against UMF, Co?,
Captain Laurel Burnham '03 domV
inated the match with 20 kills and 6 service aces. Mary Hill '05.
added 6 kills; Jennifer RadcliffcT
'06 and Kaitlin Adams '06 eacK
had 5 kills.
Versus the Williams' Ephs, at;,
the Williams Invitational, Caitlin ;
Cleaver '06, who was named New
England Small College Athletic
Conference Player of the Week7
scored 22 kills and 10 defensive*
digs. Setter Kimberly Prescott 435 ¦
contributed 45 assists . and '
Radcliffe, who has made her presence felt in the last few games,
had 10 kills and 11 digs.
7
Cleaver has also been selected
to compete on the Williams
Invitational All-Tournament Team'
on Friday and Saturday, Oct. 11
and 12.
"Cait Cleaver has really domif
Continued on Page 9
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Men's soccer drops two more Women's tennis sweeps Conn. Coljege
We

By HEATHER LERSCH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The Colby men 's soccer team
lost two tough games against
Wesleyan University and Williams
College Saturday and Sunday ,
Oct. 5 and 6.
"The amount of energ y that we
put into our games is not reflected
in the final scores," Capt ain
Michael Jarcho '03 said.
On the field , th e players gave
the i r all , but it was not enough to
hold off the Wesleyan and
Williams teams.

On Saturday, the New. England
Small College Athletic Conf erence
game against Wesleyan began
with Cardinal player Padrnig
Hughes'03 scoring within the fi rst
57 seconds.
"[Even
though] Wesleyan
scored within the fi rst minute of
the game and again in the last five
minutes, we were pretty evenl y
matched during the actual game,"
Jarcho said.
Goalie Brian Davidson '05 dove
several times after the ball , and
made repeated attempts to save
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Colby's Mu les put out a va l iant ef f ort , but succumbed to
Weskyau's Cardinals and Williams'Ep hs.

still have
^y
a chance to
turn this into a good
season. We haven't
given up .
j . ^
— Michael ' J archo '03
Captain

the Mules from another loss.
"[Davidson] di d a n ex cell ent
job...neither of the goals we|e his
fault," Jarcho said,
The Mul es also lost the second
game of the week en d t o Wi ll ia m s,
0-5.
Like the Cardinals , the Ep hs
came ready to play. They rocketed
th e ball into the net within the first
5 m i nutes of the game, and never
slowed their pace.
"[Sunday] wns tough," J archo
said. "Wc were a little let down as
a team. In this [second weekend]
game , fat igue had set in and
[because of it], wc got pretty battered."
Colby was intimidated by the
diffi cult defense of the Williams
tonm.
"Wo had some quality scoring
opportunities ," mi d fiel d er Brian
Kasarjlnn '06 snid, "There were
long stretches whore Colb y controlled the ball."
With records of 4-4 overall and
1-4 f pr NESCAC, the Mules arc
hop eful that things , will turn
around i n the upcoming games,
including the four remaining
NESCAC games. "We hav e three
defin ite wins coming up," Jnrch o
snlcl . "Wo st ill have a chance to
turn this into n good season. Wo
haven't given up."
faces
the
Men 's soccer
Un iversity of Mnloo-Farminglon
Thursday, Oct, 10 nt 4 p.m,

By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby w omen's tennis solidly
defeated Connecticut College, 9-0, on
the Camels' home courts Sunday, Oct.
6. This win helped rally the Mules' confidence after a devastating loss to
Amherst College, Saturday, Oct, 5, 0-9.
Colby's line-up did not contain
some of the usual starters during these
games due to injury, but tlie team has a
considerable depth of talent and "really
stepped it up," tills past weekend's first
singles player Sara Hughes '05 said,
Hughes lost her first set, 4-6 against
the Camels' Emily Sedlis, but came
back to w in the match, 6-1, 6-2 in the
following sets,
The rest of the Mules needed only
two sets to defeat Connecticut in singles play: Carcn Harris'03 won 6-3,6-2;
Chr i st i na Pluta '05, 6-0, 6-1; Virginia
Rnho '06, 6-1, 6-4;Nikki Patel '05,6-3, 63; and Anna Erdiieim '06, 6-4, 6-0,
"We just got really psyched up, We
decided that wc were going to win, we
weren't goi ng to be intim idated ,"
Hughes said.
Women's tennis relies heavily upon
its young ' players to carry the team.
Harris, the team 's number 2 player, is
tho lone senior on the Mules' sixDUAD SEYMOUK/ THE COL11Y KCHcfrw
woman line-up, but these young play- Brittain Pahn edo '03 flexes her muscles on the court.
<
ers aro experienced and ready to challenge themselves against any New England Small College Friday to Sunday,Oct.18-21,
During tho past four years, Colby has not defeated
Athletic Conference heavy-hitters,
Oct.
Middlebury.
Saturday,
Last season tho Panthers wore ranked 22nd, but
College
Tlie Mules will face Middlebury
12 before heading Into the N.E.W.I.T.T. (New Eng land if lhb Mules can keep their momentum and determination,
Women's'Invitational Tennis Tournament) at Amherst they may be able to win.
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